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Abstract Information coding in sensory neurons is both digital, in terms of

neuronal output spike timing and rate, and analog, produced by the irregular

subthreshold changes in somatic and dendritic membrane potential resulting from

synchronized volleys of synaptic inputs. Intracellular recordings give a unique

access to a composite multiscale signal where the local microscopic integration

process realized by a single neuron can be studied in the global mesoscopic context

of the “unseen” units afferent to the recorded cell. This chapter shows how reverse

engineering approaches can be used in the primary visual cortex of higher mammals

to reveal the hidden complexity of visual processing and establish causal links

between the functional dynamics of synaptic echoes in primary visual cortex and

perceptual biases in low-level, non-attentive perception.

Introduction

A still highly controversial issue in visual perception concerns the definition of

receptive fields (RFs). Do they represent a static transfer function associated with

each sensory neuron or a dynamic integration window open on the sensory world

and continuously reshaped by contextual changes in the input statistics? How do RF

properties adapt to contrast/luminance non-stationarities experienced during the

oculomotor exploration of the visual world? Our understanding of early visual

processing (implemented in our brain by the retino-thalamo-cortical projection)
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in higher mammals has been shaped, to a large degree, with a hypothesis-driven

conception of sensory architecture in mind. This bias is best illustrated by the

50-year dominance of the hierarchical schema of genesis of RF specificity (Hubel

and Wiesel 1962, 1968, 2005), where visual attribute extraction in the early visual

system results from a serial processing starting from non-oriented retinal and

thalamic RFs to a cascade of oriented edge detectors of increasing complexity

across multiple successive relays (thalamus, primary and secondary cortical areas).

This feedforward view of visual processing is based on the repetition, at each stage

of integration, of canonical, but highly specific, rules of anatomical convergence

from which the function derives. Consequently, our current understanding of RF

genesis is largely bottom-up driven and contradicts Aristotle’s principle that “the

whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” Although this simplifying view of

sensory processing has led to major advances [review in Alonso (2002); see also

the remarkable obituary tribute to David Hubel by Kevan Martin (2014)], it fails to

account for the functional complexity expected from the recurrent structural con-

nectivity of cortical subcircuits (Douglas and Martin 2004) on the one hand and the

non-linear nature of the dynamic interactions between excitation and inhibition

during sensory processing (Borg-Graham et al. 1998; Monier et al. 2008). Further-

more, as emphasized by Bruno Olshausen (2014), RF classification has been

established using highly standardized and parametrized sensory contexts (spots,

bars and gratings), which have little to do with the rich spatio-temporal statistics

experienced during the natural scene-viewing conditions of our everyday life. The

principle of maximization of a single neuron’s firing rate, which initially guided the
“neuronal doctrine” (Barlow 1972), does not hold any more when RFs are engaged

by non-optimal stimuli most of the time, leading, for natural scene processing, to a

sparser and unexpectedly temporally precise spiking regime in the primary visual

cortical area (Vinje and Gallant 2000; Baudot et al. 2013). A third conceptual limit

to our present knowledge of early visual processing is that most modeling efforts

have been targeted at explaining sensory discharges only at the spike level in a

purely phenomenological perspective (see Carandini et al. 2005 for a review) rather

than aiming at elucidating causal, conductance-based mechanisms regulating the

temporal selectivity of the spiking opportunity window (Haider et al. 2010; Baudot

et al. 2013).

Although in vivo intracellular recordings are difficult to practice in higher

mammals, and thus often limited to the anesthetized and paralyzed preparation

(but see Tan et al. 2014 for a “tour de force” in the behaving non human primate),

they still appear to be the technique of choice to address quantitatively the synaptic

nature of the RF (Fig. 1a, b). In contrast to most imaging methods (voltage-sensitive

dye, two-photon) or correlation studies based on multiple recordings, intracellular

recordings allow us to differentiate the local microscopic integration process

achieved by the single neuron from the more mesoscopic contribution of the

network of unseen units that influence at each point in time the activity of the

recorded cell (Fig. 1c).

We review here recent intracellular electrophysiological studies from the

Frégnac lab (CNRS-UNIC), done in the visual cortex of the anesthetized
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mammalian brain and addressing separately two scales of spatial integration in the

V1 RF: (1) the inner ON-OFF organization of the RF core (underlying the “Simple”

vs. “Complex” typology), depending on the balance between feedforward and local

recurrent connectivity, and (2) the “association field” extending in the “silent”

surround of the RF, from which subthreshold activation can be evoked through

the propagation along long-distance, slowly conducting “horizontal” connections

intrinsic to V1 (Bringuier et al. 1999; Chavane et al. 2011; Frégnac 2012; Gérard-

Mercier et al. in preparation).

The claim we make here is that the intracellular subthreshold membrane poten-

tial signal gives unique access to the multiscale nature of cortical processing and

that reverse engineering methods can be designed to unfold, from the intracellular

reading of synaptic echoes, the mesoscopic dynamics of the afferent network

Fig. 1 Bridging microscopic and mesoscopic scales. (a) The synaptic RF (adapted from Huang

et al. 2014). Sensory cortical neurons integrate the feedforward drive from the thalamus (LGN),

eventually relayed by intracolumnar connections and amplified by recurrent local connectivity,

with the lateral input provided by intrinsic, horizontal long-distance connections and cortico-

cortical feedback and interhemispheric callosal loops. (b) Retrieving mesoscopic dynamics from

intracellular recordings (adapted from Frégnac et al. 2007). Top row, classical methods for

studying evoked sensory dynamics: left, voltage-sensitive, dye-imaging map based on hemody-

namic signals; right, same network analyzed with simultaneous multiple electrode recordings

(blind connectivity).Middle row, intracellular recording where reverse engineering methods allow

extraction of the “effective connectivity,” influencing the membrane potential at any point in time.

Synaptic functional imaging, based on feature selectivity and space and time, allows us to identify

the synaptic sources and reconstruct predictions of the full network dynamics (bottom row)
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(Fig. 1, right panel). In the first part of this review, we will show that the hidden

complexity revealed by this approach demonstrates how limited our current under-

standing is of the bottom-up emergence of dynamic properties in visual RFs in the

early visual system. Furthermore, it unravels the existence of immergence pro-

cesses through which the collective mesoscopic constraints imposed by the distrib-

uted sensory input regulate the functional expression of individual RF properties in

a top-down fashion. In the second part, we will illustrate how the decoding of

synaptic echoes originating from the silent surround of the RF allows us, in a

surprising way, to extract functional structural biases that may serve the self-

organization of psychological Gestalt laws in the non-attentive brain. These last

findings can be seen as one of the few successful attempts to link visually evoked

synaptic dynamics to perceptual biases and low-level perception, thus establishing

a causal bridge between microscopic and macroscopic scales.

The Synaptic Imprint of Mesoscopic “Immergence”

in Visual RFs

RFs in primary visual cortex (V1) are categorized as “Simple” or “Complex,”

depending on their spatial selectivity to stimulus contrast polarity, leading to the

retinotopic segregation (Simple) or overlap (Complex) of “ON” and “OFF” sub-

fields (Hubel and Wiesel 1962, 1968). Since the pioneering work of Hubel and

Wiesel in the cat and macaque visual cortex, most extracellular surveys have

reported V1 RFs with intermediate behaviors (Henry 1977). Intracellular record-

ings have shown that the separation between Simple and Complex RFs hides a

continuous distribution of synaptic inputs, in particular with regard to their degree

of linearity (in the sense of system theory; Skottun et al. 1991; Priebe et al. 2004). In

spite of the general acceptance that Simple and Complex RF organizations corre-

spond to distinct balance levels between linear and nonlinear contributions at the

synaptic level, few studies have investigated whether the functional expression of

the Simple or Complex nature of V1 RFs depends, in the same cell, on the

spatiotemporal statistics of the stimulus. This may be surprising, since gain-control

mechanisms are known to ensure the contrast invariance of the cell selectivity, and

it is well established that adaptation to stimulus contrast does not have the same

effect on the Simple-like and Complex-like components of V1 cell responses when

assessed with drifting gratings. Still, most previous studies of RF adaptation to

visual statistics focused either on linear RF components in Simple cells or on

nonlinear components in Complex cells and not on the differential adaptation of

these two components in the same RF (but see Yeh et al. 2009).

In a series of studies targeting the subthreshold definition of the RF, we realized

that RF maps varied significantly between stimulus conditions, leading us to

reassess in a quantitative way how the Simple/Complex nature of individual V1

cells depends on the full field visual context used to probe the RF (Fournier
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et al. 2011, 2014). This was done by comparing systematically, in the same cell

recorded intracellularly, the synaptic responses to three classical RF mapping pro-

tocols based on white noise: sparse noise, ternary dense noise and flashed Gabor

noise. A surprising result was that the linear kernel estimate differed between these

various contextual noises, in contrast with the prediction of invariance made by

cascade L-N-P models of V1 RFs (according to the so-called Bussgang theorem;

Bai et al. 2007). Intracellular recordings revealed that, for most V1 cells, there was

no such thing as an invariant RF type, but that the relative weights of Simple-like

and Complex-like RF components were scaled such as to make the same RF more

Simple-like with dense noise stimulation and more Complex-like with sparse or

Gabor noise stimulations (example in Fig. 2a; population analysis in Fig. 2b).

However, once these context-dependent RFs were convolved with the

corresponding stimulus, the balance between Simple-like and Complex-like con-

tributions—in terms of input current—to the synaptic responses appeared to be

invariant across input statistics (Fig. 2c; Fournier et al. 2011).

This invariance of the ratio between the linear/nonlinear input current contribu-

tions suggests a novel form of homeostatic control of V1 functional properties, where

the expressed network nonlinearities are optimized by the statistical structure of the

visual input. This study is the first, to the best of our knowledge, to show such clear

changes in terms of spatiotemporal reorganizations of synaptic and discharge fields at

the single cell level, interpretable as a coherent adaptive behavior at the cortical

population level. The claim made here is that these effects are more detectable at the

subthreshold than at the spiking level, where additional static non-linearities may

interfere with the global read-out of the connectivity adaptation rule.

A functional interpretation of these data could be that the Simple or Complex

nature of V1 RFs arises from a variable balance between feed-forward and lateral

inputs, with the feed-forward drive providing the Simple-like component whereas

the recurrent lateral connections would convey Complex-like contributions (Fig. 3,

left). Accordingly, the results might be explained by the functional recruitment of

lateral interactions in sparse stimulation conditions and by the decoupling of

adjacent cortical columns in dense visual contexts. This view is supported by

other studies, realized for instance by the group of Matteo Carandini, suggesting

that the lateral propagation of activity between adjacent cortical units decreases

substantially when the stimulus contrast is increased (Fig. 3, right, adapted from

Nauhaus et al. 2009). In view of these different results, the stimulus dependence of

the lateral cortical interactions likely generalizes to other stimulus dimensions,

rather than remaining exclusive to the local contrast. Similar effects might be

obtained by increasing the spatial or temporal density of the stimulus, with the

important parameter probably being the effective contrast along the stimulus

feature dimensions for which the cell is selective.

To enrich the predictive power of the synaptic RF model, we decomposed the

second-order kernel estimate obtained by a truncated Volterra expansion of the

membrane potential response to dense noise, into a non-linear combination of

parallel Simple-like filters in a way similar to the spike-triggered covariance

(STC) introduced by the groups of Simoncelli and Movshon (Rust et al. 2005).
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Although the STC method was applied with success at the spiking level to reveal

non-linear subunits in V1 and MT cells in the macaque, it failed to reveal more

diversity in the cat (Touryan et al. 2002, 2005), probably for technical reasons

linked to the limited number of spikes. This potential problem is bypassed here by

applying similar techniques to the continuous intracellular membrane potential

Fig. 2 The functional expression of V1 RFs depends on input statistics. (a) Example of a layer

2–3 cell: the ON and OFF kernels are shown for the two noise input statistics used to map the

subthreshold RF (SN sparse noise, DN dense noise). The shaded boxes represent the X-Y and

X-time features of the RF filter, with ON and OFF subfields represented in red and blue,
respectively. Note that the maps are Simple-like for the SN statistics [spatially segregated ON

and OFF subfields (X-Y map) and reversal of the spatio-temporal filter polarity with time (X-t

profile)] and Complex-like for the DN statistics (spatially overlapping subfields). Right column,
the individual kernel waveforms (mV), detailed for four different pixels (inset), are represented in
red for DN and black for SN. Note the divisive effect of dense noise compared to sparse noise on

the kernel estimate amplitude (by a tenfold factor). (b, c) Population analysis of the stimulus

dependency of the Simpleness Index (given by the ratio of the linear kernel energy divided by the

total RF kernel energy). “0” stands for Complex RFs (purely non-linear) and “1” for Simple RFs

(purely linear). (b) Population bi-histogram plot linking (on a cell-by-cell basis) the Simpleness

Index (SI) for sparse noise (SN, abscissa) and dense noise (DN, ordinate) stimulation. Hyperbolic

fit as a pink dotted curve. (c) Same population bi-histogram for SI* values obtained after

convolution of the kernels with the visual input waveform. Note the realignment of the points

(cells) along the identity line (bihistogram diagonal). See details in Fournier et al. (2011)
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signal, resulting in a much higher sensitivity for detecting stimulus-evoked sub-

threshold events contributing to the spike discharge (Fournier et al. 2014). Con-

ductance or current-based principal component analysis (PCA) allows us to

decompose the Simple-like and Complex-like components of the subthreshold RF

into a parallel set of functionally distinct subunits, consisting of a Simple-like

sub-unit whose linear output accounts for the push-pull components of the RF

and a variable number of Complex-like sub-units that contribute in a fully rectified

manner to the cell response (Fig. 4, left). Results show that both Simple and

Complex RFs exhibit a remarkable diversity of excitatory and inhibitory

Complex-like contributions, which differ in orientation and spatial frequency

selectivity from the linear RF, even in layer 4 and layer 6 Simple cells that received

direct input from the thalamus (exemplified in Fig. 4, right). Furthermore, the

diversity of Complex-like contributions recovered at the subthreshold level is

expressed in the cell spiking output.

These results demonstrate that the Simple or Complex nature of V1 RFs does not

rely on the diversity of Complex-like components received by the cell from its

Fig. 3 Immergence of mesoscopic network organization on microscopic response properties.

Changes in the mesoscopic context are provided by, functionally, non-stationarities in the sensory

input drive statistics and, structurally, by non-homogeneities in the columnar and lateral network

neighborhood (Monier et al. 2003). (A) Homeostasis Rule as a function of spatial and temporal

density (Fournier et al. 2011): regulation of the functional expression of the RF (h1st for linear and

h2nd Diag for the diagonal term of the second-order kernel) by input statistics (left, SN: right, DN).
The spread of lateral activation is wider for SN than for DN. (B) Homeostasis Rule as a function of

contrast level (adapted from Nauhaus et al. 2009): similar regulation of the lateral spread through

horizontal connectivity by the stimulus contrast
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synaptic afferents but on the relative imbalance between the weights of the Simple-

like and Complex-like synaptic contributions. In spite of the likelihood that the

Simple-like RF subunit results from the push-pull arrangement of excitatory and

inhibitory feedforward inputs selective for the same orientation, the diversity of

feature selectivity expressed by the Complex-like RF subunits is not consistent with

a strict iso-orientation preference rule for excitatory and inhibitory input conduc-

tance as generally posited (Ferster and Miller 2000; Priebe and Ferster 2012).

Although the estimated Complex-like subunits are operational filters that do not

necessarily correspond to the RFs of neurons presynaptic to the recorded cell, they

bear a striking resemblance to the linear RF of V1 Simple cells, which suggests that

they could correspond to separate subcircuits originating from within the cortex

(Rust et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2007). The diversity of orientation and spatial

frequency preferences of the Complex subunits agrees with that found in the tuning

of the excitatory and inhibitory input conductances measured by voltage clamp

techniques in vivo and previously reported by our lab (Monier et al. 2003, 2008).

Taken together, these intracellular results support the hypothesis that the Complex-

like components of V1 RFs arise from lateral interactions between adjacent cortical

Fig. 4 Filter bank decomposition of the subthreshold V1 RF (adapted from Fournier et al. 2014).

Left: decomposition principle: each branch of the filter bank is composed of a Simple-like filter

followed by an identity contrast function (linear kernel, upper branch) and by a parallel bank of

linear subunits feeding excitatory (red) and inhibitory (blue) quadratic contrast-dependent non--

linearities (lower parallel branches). Right: example of RF decomposition for two biocytin

reconstructed cells in, respectively, layer 4 (middle) and at the border between layers 5/6 (right)
in cat visual subunit. Each subunit weight (in the decomposition) is given below each kernel

component
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columns and are consistent with the proposal that the Simple or Complex nature of

V1 RFs arises from the respective balance between feedforward and lateral con-

nectivity (Chance et al. 1999; Tao et al. 2004). This wide functional spectrum of

Complex-like synaptic contributions to both Simple and Complex RFs may consti-

tute the skeleton of a multi-competent substrate allowing V1 cells to adapt on-the-

fly to the abrupt changes in the spatio-temporal statistics of visual inputs (Fig. 4,

right).

Synaptic Correlates of Perceptual Gestalt Laws

in the “Silent Surround” of V1 RFs

The synaptic RF stems from the interplay of distinct sets of connections, the

feedforward drive from the thalamus relayed eventually by vertical processes

within the cortical column, the local recurrent reverberation usually confined within

a hypercolumn, the long-distance connectivity intrinsic to V1 (that may even

originate from the other hemisphere through the corpus callosum) and the feedback

from higher cortical areas (Fig. 1a, b). The cat and ferret visual cortex appear to be

ideal experimental models to study horizontal connectivity (Kisvard�ay et al. 1997;

Bosking et al. 1997), since many reconstructed axons of pyramidal cells remaining

within the gray matter have been shown to extend over several hypercolumns (up to

6–8 mm in the cat; Kisvard�ay et al. 1997; Callaway and Katz 1990; Gilbert and

Wiesel 1983; Gilbert and Li 2012; Buz�as et al. 2006; but see Martin 2014). In spite

of some pioneering attempts (Kasamatsu et al. 2010; Mizobe et al. 2001), only

limited physiological data have addressed the synaptic contribution of the “silent”

surround of the classical V1 RFs, from which impulse-like stimuli fail to evoke a

spiking response. Consequently, the role of long distance horizontal connectivity in

influencing the response gain within the classical RF, and in particular in boosting it

for specific center-surround stimulus conditions (Jones et al. 1980; Sillito

et al. 1995; Sillito and Jones 1996), remains an issue of debate. In spite of this

uncertain status, horizontal connectivity has long been presented as the biological

substrate of iso-preference binding in the electrophysiological and psychophysical

cortical literature (review in Gilbert and Li 2012; Frégnac and Bathellier 2015).

This principle was derived from a developmental rule that posited that “who fires

together (or is alike) tend to wire together” (Callaway and Katz 1990). At the

psychophysical level, this view corresponds to the perceptual “association field”

concept, developed by Field, Hess and their colleagues in the 1990s (Field

et al. 1993). This concept assumes the instantaneous induction of collinear and, to

a lesser extent, co-circular facilitation by the static presentation of oriented contrast

edges. This elegant psychophysical hypothesis accounts in humans for the “pop-

out” perception of smooth contiguous path integration even when immersed in a sea

of randomly oriented edge elements (Fig. 5a, top; Field et al. 1993) and the

facilitation of target detection by high contrast co-aligned flankers (Fig. 5a, bottom;
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Polat and Sagi 1985). At the neuronal level, this view is supported by the peculiar

anatomy of long-distance horizontal connections emitted by supragranular pyrami-

dal cells found consistently in higher mammals (but see Martin et al. 2014) and the

electrophysiological demonstration of a “neural facilitation field” (Fig. 5b, c;

Gilbert and Li 2012). These latter experiments, realized in the attentive behaving

monkey, demonstrated an impressive boosting of the response gain to an optimally

oriented contrast edge within the classical RF when flankers were simultaneously

flashed in the “silent surround” and co-aligned along the preferred orientation axis

of the extracellularly recorded cell. Most remarkably, Charles Gilbert, Wu Li and

his colleagues showed that, to be expressed, the co-linearity binding rule required

Fig. 5 The perceptual association field and its neuronal correlate in the attentive brain (reviewed

in Frégnac and Bathellier 2015). (a) Top: “pop-out” emergence of a continuous integration path in

a sea of randomly oriented Gabor patches (Field et al. 1993). Bottom: facilitation of detection of a
low contrast vertical Gabor element induced by the simultaneous presentation of co-aligned high

contrast flanker elements (Polat and Sagi 1993). (b) Hypothetical association field induced by an

oriented element through lateral interactions promoting co-alignment and co-circularity (Field

et al. 1993). (c) The “iso-functional binding” hypothesis (Gilbert and Li 2012). An individual

superficial layer cortical pyramidal cell forms long-range connections that extend many millime-

ters parallel to the cortical surface. Long-range connections (>500 μm from the injection center)

tend to link columns of similar orientation preference. (d) The “neural facilitation field”

(Li et al. 2006). Left, the responses of V1 neurons are amplified in the awake behaving monkey

by collinear contours extending outside the RF. Introducing a cross-oriented bar between the

collinear segments blocks the contour-related facilitation. Right, two-dimensional map of facili-

tatory (blue) and inhibitory (red) modulation of the response to an optimally oriented line segment

centered in the RF (horizontal white bar). The spiking modulation is suppressed by anesthesia
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the existence of top-down signals, present in the target-attending monkey, since the

effect was weakened by diverted attention (Li et al. 2006) and the ability to learn

contour integration was suppressed by anesthesia (Li et al. 2008).

These previous studies provided, nevertheless, an indirect answer since they

addressed only the modulatory nature of the center-surround effects, without

probing the existence of a subthreshold influence. This issue has been addressed

intracellularly in the anesthetized mammal, and our lab has demonstrated repeat-

edly, in the context of various stimulation protocols, the existence of long-distance

propagation of visually evoked activity through lateral (and possibly feedback)

connectivity outside the classical RF (Bringuier et al. 1999; Frégnac 2012; Gerard-

Mercier et al. 2016; Troncoso et al. 2015). This propagation, initially hypothetized

by Amiram Grinvald and inferred from the synaptic echoes we recorded intracel-

lularly, has since been confirmed in the same species by voltage sensitive dye

(VSD) imaging techniques (Benucci et al. 2007; Chavane et al. 2011), which

provide a direct visualization of the horizontal propagation pattern at the

mesoscopic level of the V1 retinotopic map. Most remarkably, the VSD waves

were found to travel at the same speed as that inferred from intracellular recordings

(0.3 m/s).

In a recent intracellular study (Gérard-Mercier et al. 2014, in preparation), we

reinvestigated the association field concept to demonstrate whether a structure-

functional bias might be still detected at the subthreshold level, even in the absence

of attention-related signals. By averaging synaptic response properties in a unified

“cellulo-centric” reference frame centered on the discharge field center and

realigned with the spike-based orientation preference, we found a coherent spatial

organization of visual synaptic responses, reflecting the grouping bias of the

“perceptual association field” for collinear contours (Field et al. 1993). This result,

apparently contradictory to Gilbert and Li’s failure to find the “facilitatory neural

field” under anesthesia, is seen only at the population level by summation across

cells. The most likely interpretation is that a mean-field effect (in the sense of

physics) is needed to enhance a slight bias in the subthreshold impact of the

synaptic connectivity intrinsic to V1. Its expression is revealed (or facilitated)

here by the use of 3–4� test-oriented stimuli (Gabor patch) that recruit by spatial

summation the whole extent of the aggregate RF of a hypercolumn in the cat. Our

current working hypothesis is that a critical threshold of spatial synergy and

temporal summation has to be trespassed to make the weak functional impact of

these long-range interactions (in the mV range) detectable, as suggested from a

prior combined VSD and intracellular study done in collaboration with the lab of

Amiram Grinvald (Chavane et al. 2011). Preliminary intracellular data show that

two- to six-stroke apparent motion (AM) sequences, riding in phase with horizontal

activation in a centripetal way towards the RF center, are effective enough to

unmask suprathreshold filling-in responses in the unstimulated RF core (Troncoso

et al. 2015).

Our work provides, for the first time, intracellular evidence in the anesthetized

mammal for synaptic correlates of low-level perception, closely dependent on the

spatiotemporal features of the synaptic integration field of V1 neurons and most
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likely linked to intra-V1 horizontal connectivity. These findings also agree with the

concept of a “dynamic association field,” whose spatial anisotropy and extent are

transiently updated and reconfigured as a function of changes in the retinal flow

statistics imposed during visuomotor exploration of natural scenes (Frégnac 2012).

According to this still hypothetical view, the propagation of intracortical

depolarizing waves at the mesoscopic V1 map level would help in broadcasting

an elementary form of collective predictive “belief” to distant parts of the network,

at a time when they are not yet engaged by the stimulus drive. We propose that the

in-phase association of horizontal and feedforward input could provide the synaptic

substrate for implementing the psychological Gestalt principles of common fate and

axial collinearity (review in Wagemans et al. 2012). On a more conjectural note,

since a visual flow in the order of 100–250�/s in retinal space is needed to

maintain—in cat V1—the feedforward flow in phase or slightly ahead of intra-V1

propagation, one may expect the amplification of visual responses for edges

collinear to the motion path during specific phases of brisk eye-movements, namely

saccadic exploration or large changes of gaze between distant fixation locations.

This unexpected process could account for the observation of transient peaks of

responses for fast-moving contours coaligned with the RF axis (Barry Richmond,

personal communication; Judge et al. 1980) and the induction of filling-in responses

for fast centripetal radial flow (Troncoso et al. 2015).

Conclusion

We conclude from this review that the functional complexity in the early visual

system is largely underestimated and that the functional organization and prefer-

ence expressed in visual cortical RFs result from the coordination by input statistics

dynamics of overlaid activity processes operating at different spatial integration

scales. We have illustrated here what insight can be possibly gained by the

comparison between different levels of integration. Reverse engineering on intra-

cellular and spiking signals shows that part of the “effective” connectivity contrib-

uting to the RF is missed/ignored when models and data collection are confined at

the spiking level. Mapping of the hidden non-linearities in the subthreshold RF

reveals unexpected immergence processes, driven by the stimulus, through which

the global activity control extending within and beyond the cortical hypercolumn

regulates the functional expression of more microscopic properties, such as the

apparent “Simpleness” of individual RFs. This feature can be seen as a top-down

influence of the more mesoscopic levels of organization, typical of complex

dynamic systems based on nested processing. The unfortunate consequence of

this physiological finding for modellers is that one can no longer hope or pretend

to simulate the full network behavior by assembling neurons with fixed intrinsic or

context-invariant properties in a pure bottom-up approach. Models of the early

visual system have to incorporate homeostasis rules acting across integration levels

to account for the inverse covariation between input drive complexity and the
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apparent linearity of the more elementary processing units. In a kind of reciprocal

way, it remains nevertheless highly plausible that the characterization of psychic

laws at a more holistic level, guiding the psychological principles of low-level (non

attentive) perception, pleads for the existence of structuro-functional traces that can

be retrieved by decoding and averaging synaptic echoes. The identification at more

microscopic scales of the key non-linearities and the activity synergy requirements

necessary for their expression should help us to understand, in a causal way, the

emergence of novel binding principles at more mesoscopic levels, leading even-

tually to the abstract formalization of psychological foundations of perception.
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